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Hey there!

I’m here to help you reinvent the way you see yourself.  I want you to have 
the confidence you need to share your business with the world!  

One of the reasons I became a photographer, was because I was frustrated 
that I couldn’t get the kinds of images of myself that I wanted.  I spent years 
traveling the globe and training with some of the best in the business so I 
could bring the tips and tricks of the stars back home and share them with 
you!  I want you to feel proud to put yourself out there as the face of your 
brand and know that ANYONE has the ability to look GORGEOUS in 
photos....it just takes knowing a few of the rules!

I’ve created this guide to help you prepare for your upcoming shoot. For 
even more help, I have a 4 week signature program where we dive even 
DEEPER into preparations with live weekly calls and a Facebook group 
where I'm available to answer any questions you may have.

Happy Planning!

Welcome!

“Photographs are
processed 60,000
times faster than

text!  What kind of
message do want
yours to send?”

B R A N D I N G  P H O T O G R A P H Y  F O R  E N T R E P R E N E U R S



1. Think simple.  Simple lines, fit &
colors. Solid colored one piece
dresses, turtlenecks and wrap dresses
are some of my favorites!

2. The camera loves contrast.  Dark
skinned girls look luscious in creams,
beiges &  whites and blondes look flat
out amazing with a pop of bright color
like royal blue or even black.

3. Contrary to popular belief, form-
fitting items actually make you look
THINNER than their loose fitting
counterparts....so now is the time to
break out that tight fitting dress!!

4. As a general rule, solid colors
photograph much better than
patterns; so if you do want to wear a
pattern, try to keep it small.

Tips for Women
How to prepare, what to bring - everything you
need to know for your photoshoot. 

P R E P A R I N G  F O R  Y O U R  P H O T O S H O O T 10. Why not RENT an insane over the top
gorgeous dress for your shoot? Rent the
Runway has absolutely gorgeous high end
designer outfits and accessories for a
fraction of the cost. Locally, we love
Lending Luxury!

11. A word about spray tans...if you do tan
please be sure you exfoliate like crazy
before you get your tan!  A professional
airbrushed tan is definitely worth the
investment over the walk-in booths. We
have some great recommendations for
you!

12. Use the entire week before the shoot
to moisturize, moisturize, moisturize!
There is no replacement for truly dewey
supple skin!

13. Having trouble sleeping before your
shoot? I’m a huge fan of guided
meditations to gently ease you (and your
mind) off to rest. One of my personal favs
is the Meditation Oasis podcasts! You can
dowload it for free on your smart phone!

14. We suggest you keep your nail polish
neutral - but most importantly clean &
free of chips.

15. If you color your hair, be sure to have
your roots touched up before your shoot.

16. Arrive to the freshly showered with
clean DRY hair that hasn't been styled. Do
not put in any products!  We will take care
of all of that for you!  Also, there is no
need to use a flat iron - we'll style it up to
perfection once you arrive.

17. Wash your face and put on a
moisturizer, just no oils please.

18. If you think you may get hungry pack a
snack or two to have on hand.

19. Relax and make this day about YOU
for a change! Have fun with the pre-prep
pampering!

20. Be prepared to have fun!

5. Some clients like to bring clip
in hair extensions to add body or
mix up their style.

6. Try to stick with classic &
timeless outfits, while still
keeping your brand personality in
mind.

7. Again, we can't stress this
enough, loose flowing clothes do
not photograph well!

8. Other things that don't work
well: Shiny material, capped
sleeps, too many layers, anything
with words or logos.

9. Be sure to bring proper
undergarments.  Strapless bras &
Spanx are some of our favorites!
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For the Guys
Whether you are an entrepreneur, an actor or just want to up-
level yourself on social media, think of your photos as a part of
your online identity - how do you want to be seen? 
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Your LinkedIn profile has a 40
percent higher chance of
being clicked on if it has a
photo - that rate sky-rockets on
social media sites.  

Your business headshots are
part of your visual branding,
they send a message to
potential clients what they can
expect from you, it offers them
a form of social proof & helps
you establish a know, like and
trust factor with them.

Having an old or outdated
photo - or worse a photo of you
at a party or with a group of
friends can make you appear
unprofessional.Like it or not, in today's world a photograph can be the first impression a

potential client or customer has of you.
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1. Arrive with your clothes freshly
cleaned, pressed and on hangers
when possible.

2. Solid colors tend to be much
more flattering in photographs than
prints so stick to the basics.  Basic
prints are ok for ties.

3. Feel free to bring as many items
as you need and we'll help you
choose once you get here!

4. Make sure your suits are properly
tailored.  What feels comfortable at
the office and what photographs
well are very different.  Any extra
room in a suit will show up as weight
in a photo

5. Again, when in doubt bring
clothes that feel a size too small!
I can't stress enough how bulky
shirts or suits will not be flattering! An outfit change and a few posing tips can

take any guy from average to #boss 
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6. We recommend getting a haircut
a week or so before your shoot so
it's exactly the way you like it.

7. If you prefer a clean shaven look
be sure to shave before you arrive -
and don't forget around your collar
and your neck!

8. Ask your stylist to help with a
little extra pre-shoot grooming - you
may want to tweeze a few brows or
stray hairs.

9. Stay away from any clothes with
words or logos.

10. If you are having a shoot for
your business website bring a tie or
hand-kerchief in one of your brand
colors - it will help make it pop on
your site.

"I've never had a client tell  me
 that they loved having their

photo taken & were completely
comfortable in front of camera 

 Everyone is nervous!  Don't
worry!  I'm here to guide you
through the whole process"
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Arrive well rested. Nothing
does more for looks than a
good night's sleep.

Well-hydrated. Water will give
you a natural glow and clear
complexion before we even
touch you with makeup.

Bring clean, freshly pressed
clothes on a hanger when
possible.

Pack all of your outfits in the
car the night before so you
don't feel rushed in the
morning.

Ladies, arrive freshly
showered with clean, dry hair.
No product and no makeup.
Moisturizer is ok! Just no oils!

Set the mood! Bring a playlist
with your favorite music on
your smartphone.

Wear something loose &
comfy. Ladies, button down
shirts are perfect - so you can
easily change after hair styling.

Warn family & co-workers that
you'll be unavailable for a few
hours so you can concentrate!

Guys, arrive shaved and with
hair groomed the way you like
it! Don't forget to clean up
your neck and collar line! 

Be prepared to relax and have
fun!

Above
Award Winning Jewelry Designer,

Chelsea Bond, knows the importance of
a great personal brand. 

How should you arrive
the day of your shoot?

 Well rested!  As
nervous as you may be

the night before it's
important to get

proper rest.  They call
it "beauty sleep" for a

reason! 

Tips for the day of your shoot
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P R O P S
Personalizing your shoot with

Do you have a page where you share your
favorite recipes? This is a perfect spot to
have some food prepping props. Your
clients would love to see you doing what
you do best!

Your brand personality

Consider your brand personality words
when choosing both your props and your
location. Does your brand scream luxury?
Or are you more personal & casual?

It’s important that your clients get to know
you, they want to work with someone real
& relatable. Be sure to throw in some
personal touches so they can see what it’s
like behind the scenes at your business or
doing something you love. Just be sure it
stays consistent with your brand image.

Brainstorm Ideas

Use the notes section of your phone to jot
down ideas when you think of them...or
snap a photo of something that catches
your eye! Don’t be afraid to brainstorm
ideas no matter how outrageous.

Get those creative juices flowing and try to
think outside of the box & have FUN!

Props can be one of the best ways
to create a unique, personalized
and branded photoshoot!

Consider what sections you have on
your website
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A few more
questions to ask
yourself while
planning your
shoot.....

Whose eyes are your photos for?
This goes back to understanding who
your ideal customer is. What kind of
first impression do you want to
make?

What are clients looking for from
you?
Are they stay-at-home moms who
are looking for someone warm and
relatable to connect with? Perhaps
they’re Wall Street stock brokers who
are expecting someone a bit more
suited-up & professional. It’s super
important to know who you are
talking to visually.

What are your brand colors?
You’ll want to coordinate your outfits
with your brand colors to avoid
clashing. For example, a bright rouge
dress on a crisp white background
against your cherry-red font will look
amazing!

If you’re going for an earthy look,
you might want to choose something
softer and bring a punch of color to
your outfit with accessories.

Where do you need photos?
Make a list of every spot you could
potentially need a photo. LinkedIn? A
blog post you may write? An up-
coming press release? The “About
Me” section of your website?

What kind of props might relate to
your brand?
For example, if you’re a writer, bring
a copy of your book, your laptop or
your favorite coffee mug! We’ll work
all of this into your shoot. If you’re a
nutritionist or diet coach, healthy
foods, kitchen tools or free weights
would make ideal props.

Location, location, location! Give
some thought to unique locations!
What kinds of places fit your brand?
Wandering the aisles of a produce
market? Working for hours on your
laptop at a cafe? Mixing up a skinny
margarita poolside?

The right location can be
key to a successful lifestyle
photoshoot.
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C L I E N T S
Hear from our

"Heidi walks you step-by-step through the
entire photoshoot process.  Most
importantly she helps you feel confident
and relaxed in front of the camera so that
your photos reflect the best you possible."

"Heidi has expertly talked me through
becoming the face of my brand.  Her talent
is evident through every step of the
process.  Her passion to help you succeed
shows through the time she puts into
making sure you get exactly what fits your
brand personality."

Sara Stakely, Philadelphia

Victoria Auger, Tampa

Natalia Levey, Tampa

.  

"I love working with Heidi! She has a way
of making me feel comfortable in front of
the camera.  Her expertise and knowledge
about photography and branding is on
point."

Lindsay Marino, Tampa

"Don't worry if you're nervous, Heidi will
teach you how to be comfortable in front
of the lens...I cannot wait to book another
session!"

"Heidi is the most talented photographer I
have ever worked with.  I recently re-
branded my company and she was
instrumental in the process.  She captured
the essence of my business & my brand."

Carrie Charles, Tampa




